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JURA IMPRESSA C90 One Touch
JURA standards
Variable brewing chamber 5 g to 16 g
Intelligent Pre-Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S.©)
Powder recognition for additional ground coffee
Hot water function
profi Cappuccino frother
Height-adjustable coffee spout
Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.©)
Aroma+ Grinder
CLARIS filter cartridge
High-performance pump 15 bar
Thermoblock heating system
Integrated rinsing, cleaning and descaling programme
Adjustable water hardness
Zero-Energy Switch or power switch

Specific benefits
Cappuccino at the touch of a button
TÜV certificate for user-friendly user manual

Settings and programming options
Programmable amount of water
Amount of water can be adjusted for each preparation
Programmable coffee strength 3 levels
Coffee strength can be adjusted for each preparation
Programmable brewing temperature 2 levels
Plain text display
Rotary Switch
Programmable switch-off time
Monitored drip tray
Integrated cappuccino rinsing and cleaning program
Maintenance status display

Design and materials
Height-adjustable coffee spout 65–111 mm
Connector System ©

Accessories
Stainless steel vacuum milk container optional
Cup warmer optional
Cool Control optional
Professional Cappuccino Frother

In figures
Water tank capacity 1.9 L
Coffee grounds container (servings) approx. 16

Bean container with aroma cover 200 g
Cable length 1.1 m
Voltage 230 V~, 50/60 Hz
Power 1,450 W
Energy consumption 15 Wh
Energy consumption with E.S.M.© approx. 9 Wh
Stand-by power ZERO
Weight 9.6 kg
Dimensions (W x H x D) 28 x 34.5 x 43.4 cm
Color piano black / platin
Article Number 13617

Technical overview



The direct route to enjoyment

Cappuccino at the touch of a button

Aroma+ grinder now twice as fast

At the touch of a button, the IMPRESSA C90 One Touch can prepare a fiery espresso, 

smooth coffee or seductive cappuccino, topped off with a fine and feather-light covering 

of milk foam. The new Aroma+ grinder ensures full-bodied coffee quality and cuts the 

grinding time in half. A simple, logical operating concept and a plain text display guide 

you directly to your personal coffee preferences. The compact automatic machine does 

not just appeal to the palate, but also to the eyes. The combination of silver side panels 

with a Piano Black front panel catches the eye and perfectly captures the language of 

form on which this design classic is based.

Aroma+ grinder now twice as fast

By perfecting the cutting angle inside the grinding cone, the JURA engineers have man-

aged to increase efficiency significantly. As a result, the perfect aroma can now be 

achieved in all its natural fullness in half the grinding time. So now coffee lovers can enjoy 

pure and perfect coffee indulgence with less preparation time and less noise. 

Cappuccino at the touch of a button

With its 2@1 Cappuccino Frother the IMPRESSA C90 One Touch makes your coffee 

dreams come true at the touch of a button without moving the cup. You can also perma-

nently save your personal coffee preferences on the individual preparation buttons.

The direct route to enjoyment

Thanks to the plain text display, the Rotary Switch and the clearly arranged and labelled 

buttons, preparing a wide range of speciality coffees is extremely simple. Just a touch of a 

button and the IMPRESSA C90 One Touch prepares freshly ground espresso, coffee and 

specialities made from ground coffee. And of course it also dispenses hot water.

Classic compact design

The clear, classic lines of the IMPRESSA C90 One Touch are tastefully at home in any 

kitchen. The harmonious combination of chrome-plated side panels with a matt black 

front panel discreetly catches the eye but can’t be ignored and perfectly emphasizes the 

language of form on which this design classic is based.

IMPRESSA C90 One Touch

Classic compact design

Compact Cappuccino Expertise


